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Elements of the Brow Chakra       © Abundant Life Solutions Group - Masterclass 

Sanskrit Name: Ajna
    (Meaning)  to perceive & command

Purpose: Direct perception

Issues: Image, Intuition, Imagination, Visualization, Insight, Dreams, Visions

Psychic perception, accurate interpretation, clear seeing

Physical location: Centre of the forehead, carotid plexus, third eye

Sense Organ /Sense: Left Eye

Energizing Colour:              Indigo

Symbol:            White Circle, 2 Luminous Petals in which all the Elements are combined. 

Element:            Light

Energy State:      Visionary

Force:               Inner vision

Central Issue: Spiritual Truth

Developmental Stage: Adolescence

Developmental Tasks: Establishment of personal identity

Ability to perceive patterns

Identity: Archetypal

Orientation: Self Reflection 

Rights: To See
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Primary Truths: The sacred truth of the sixth chakra is Seek Only the Truth .  It compels 

 us to search continually for the difference between truth and illusion, 

 the two forces present at every moment 

Foods: Blue/Purple fruits & vegetables
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Spiritual Elements                    © Abundant Life Solutions Group - Masterclass 

Key Note (Vocalizing):      A      (vocalized "ee")

Sacred Sound: Aum

Seed Sounds Hang - Kshang

of the Petals - Bija:

Carrier of the Seed Nada in the form of a crescent

Sound:

Spiritual Lesson: understanding, reality check point, detachment, open mind

Crystals:           Lapis Lazuli,

releases stresses, enabling experience of deeper peace

stimulates the mind and higher understanding assists in receiving access

to sacred mysteries and understanding them,  expands awareness   

energizes the throat and brow chakra , protection, courage .

  Azurite 

Insight, spirituality, psychic abilities , communicate with spirit guides

and clears blocks in   the energy system, frees up difficult long standing   

blocks in communication,  reveals what is stopping us from living to out

fullest potential stimulates memory and recall. 

Sapphire

relaxes and improves the  mind balances all aspects of self 

Balances the process of emotional release and healing, regulates 

Amethyst

associated with divine spiritual energy. It's excellent for use in meditation. 

It will keep people of negative or lower vibrations away

Goddesses: Athena Greek Goddess of Wisdom

useful knowledge, noble reasoning, logic and wisdom. The goddess 

Athena reminds us that we can successfully use our intellect and creativity 

in the pursuit of any goal we choose.

Hakini Hindu Goddess of the Ajna

She imparts the knowledge of unconditional truth, the awareness of

non-duality

Isis Egyptian Goddess of insight and vision

relationship with the third eye, the psychic eye, brings us a powerful skill 

to cultivate our trust in our own psychic wisdom.

Hekate Greek goddess of transitions and liminality

(A liminal space is a border of some kind, such as a threshold or a 

 crossroads.) e.g. sleep and waking, sanity and insanity, the conscious and 

subconscious mind.          Brow Chakra Page 3
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 Tara, Bodhisattva of Tibetan Buddhism

sees beyond the mortal veil into eternity, gently reminding us that all things 

pass, and each moment is perfect

Themis Greek goddess 

of law, order, justice, wisdom and good counsel Her ability to foresee

the future enabled her to become one of the oracles at Delphi

Ardhanarishvara the half-male, half-female Shiva-Shakti, symbolic of basic polarity; the right side is 

male and the left side, female

Gods: Sadashiva  Hindu

shatters the impurities (ego, illusion & karma)

Apollo Represented by both the Greeks and the Romans

 A prophetic god he can mentally foresee events in alternate futures and

predict outcomes. It is through his precogniance that he delivered his

prophecies to the Oracle of Delphi

 Morpheus  Greek god of dreams

Sends images of humans in dreams or visions,

Demon: Illusion

Animal: Owl Enables you to connect to ancient wisdom and your own inner wisdom. 

Incenses: Juniper 

Use when meditating on Enhances psychic powers

strengthening the Ajna Sandalwood. 

Sedates and relaxes. Good for meditation, healing, and manifestation

Rosemary 

To receive knowledge or the answer to a question burn on charcoal 

and smell its smoke. 

Gotu Kola 

Used in meditation incenses. Burn small amount prior to (but not 

during) meditation

Marigold

Dreams

Celery  

Burned with orrisroot, celery seed increases psychic powers 

Inner State: Wisdom

Metal: Platinum

Planets: Saturn
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Essential Oils Myrrh

for burning Eases Fear, Meditative, Spiritually Grounding An ancient spiritual oil used in 

purification processes that was said to deepen one's connection with the 

cosmos. has direct effects on the hypothalamus, pituitary, and amygdala,

the seat of our emotions. Lifts feelings of weakness, apathy and lack

of incentive.

Frankincense

Spirit Vitalizer, Restorative, Emotionally Elevating - connects us to the 

spiritual realms of our higher mind

Cedar -Red Canadian 

Used traditionally by the Canadian Native Americans to help them enter 

a higher spiritual realm.

Lemon

Mentally stimulating. Uplifting

Basil 

Uplifts the spirit. Promotes mental clarity.

Always check suitability of oils vibration if pregnant

Herbs - Healing Thyme

Brings calm and balance to the 6th and 7th chakras

Use only under the *Not for use during pregnancy or in cases of high blood pressure.

direction of a herbalist Celery 

when ingesting or if Chew the seeds to aid in concentration

pregnant or on young Sage

children Carried to promote wisdom.  *Not for use during pregnancy

Heliotrope

 Prophetic dreams

Benzoin 

Awakens higher mindedness
 

Herbs - Wicca Anise smoke is purifying and can cure nightmares

Protection from fear and evil. Fill a small pillowcase with anise seeds and 

sleep on it. This will ensure that you have no nightmares

Use in protection and meditation incenses.

Mugwort 

Awakens one to the psychic energies around and within them

Facilitates astral travel and dream interpretation

Jasmine 

stimulates clarity of thought. Enables one to lucid dream, when it is used

before sleeping. 

Bay Psychic purifier.
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Structure of the Ajna Charka –                 © Abundant Life Solutions Group - Masterclass 

Open and Balanced: 
Relates to psychic perception, imagination, clear vision and accurate interpretation

Anytime one must resolve issues of what IS true on an absolute or philosophic level, this Chakra may become 

stressed,' leading to pain, abnormalities of hearing, vision and/or psychic phenomena.

It is from the sixth chakra that we project our inner dreams outward and manifest them on the physical level.

Here is our seat of intuition, insight and creativity.

It is related to the act of seeing, both physically and intuitively. As such, it opens our psychic faculties and our

understanding of archetypal levels.

When healthy, it allows us to see clearly, in effect, letting us "see the big picture."

Here we begin to ask questions of the Spirit, questioning our existence and interrelationship with the universe

This chakra is associated with the pituitary gland, which functions rather like the orchestral conductor of all the 

other glands and responds very sensitively to light.

Balanced: Intuitive

Perceptive

Imaginative

Good memory

Good dream recall

Able to think symbolically

Able to visualize

Overactive: A charka can be depleted and over activated at the same time

Hallucinations

Delusions

Obsessions

Difficulty concentrating

Nightmares

Under Activated or Blocked
You are easily overwhelmed by emotions or caught up by astral forces 

and may suffer from delusions and schizophrenia

You tend to block your emotions, or feel only superficial emotions

You may feel only negative emotions such as anxiety, panic, or worry 

You may be closed to spiritual energies and unable to experience the sweetness and joy of life

You have a fear of change and are incapable of opening to greater things in life

Insensitivity

Poor Vision

Poor memory

Difficulty seeing future

Lack of imagination

Difficulty visualizing

Poor dream recall

Denial (can't see what is going on)

Poor concentration

Monopolarized (one true right and only way)
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Physical Factors of the Ajna Chakra      © Abundant Life Solutions Group - Masterclass 

Physical identity,  Orientated to Self-reflection                                                                      

Pituitary gland operates as a master gland, influencing the healthy function of our entire endocrine

system and hormonal balance, its healthy function is of paramount importance.

Governing Functions Endocrine system

of Ajna Chakra Left brain hemisphere

on the Physical body Left eye

Nose,

Ears

Sinuses

Parts of the nervous system

Gland: Pituitary (vitalizes Cerebellum - Lower Brain)

Diseases associated Pituitary glandular disorders

with physical Kidney disease

malfunction: Sinus trouble (sinusitis

Allergies

Deafness

Earache,

Fainting spells

Eyes

Certain cases of blindness

Crossed eyes (keratitis)

Sty

Astigmatism

Cataracts

Farsighted (hyperopia)

Glaucoma

Nearsighted (myopia),

Wall eyed (exotropia)

 Brain

Amnesia

Blood supply to the head

Brain tumor

Cancer

Headaches, 

Scalp

Schizophrenia
Skull-pressure headaches to the forehead or sides of the head (including 

dizziness & nausea)

Swelling

Tension
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Psychological Factors      © Abundant Life Solutions Group - Masterclass 

It is our psychic center that enables us to retrieve information beyond that which is told or taught to

us, and we must be balanced in this center in order to successfully link to our High Self or God self.

The Colour Indigo  relates to divine knowledge and the higher mind.  

Psychological attributes of a strong balanced Ajna Chakra
Self-evaluation

Truth, clear vision, connection to Universal truth, aligned with personal truth

Intellectual abilities
Feelings of adequacy

Open to ideas of others

Ability to learn from experience

Emotional intelligence

Psychic/telepathic hook-up, intuition

Expansive viewpoint

Execution of inspirations/visions

Have focus for life, personal priorities support ideals

Self-introspection, insight

Past life recall

Psychological affects of a weak, congested or depleted Ajna Chakra
"Yes-but" attitude

Anxiety

Blacking out

Crossed purposes

Delusions

Dislike of being driven

Fear

Feeling of being out of control.

Flighty

Inability to discern the difference between fact and fantasy

Incorrect Beliefs

Invalidating the self

Isolation

Jammed channels of communication

Lack of joy

Not wanting to be bothered

Obsessive compulsive thoughts and emotions

Recurring nightmares

Rejection

Repetitive unconscious patterns of experience

Rushing

Scattered thinking

Self-centeredness

Self-criticism

Stony unforgiveness
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Stubbornness

Too much turmoil

Traumas & Abuses: What you see doesn't go with what you have been told

Invalidation of intuitions and psychic occurrences

Ugly or frightening environment (war zone, violence)
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 Brow Chakra 

Physical 

List any condition you presently have  

Psychological 

Look at your numbers and see what negatives aspects you 

may be  using that are vibrationally affecting the energy flow 

in the Brow chakra. List below 


